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About Trustonic
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‹ Founded in 2012 by ARM, Gemalto and G&D

‹ Secure platform ecosystem company
‹ provides an open platform upon which partners can deliver trusted 

devices, applications and services

‹ More than one billion devices integrate Trustonic Secured Platforms

‹ Uses ARM TrustZone-A
‹ Chip-level hardware security architecture for ARM application processors



Trustonic Secured Platforms
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‹ Trusted Execution Environment for smart devices
‹ Isolated area on main processor enabling secure operating 

system and trusted applications



Establishing root of trust
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‹ Device identity and root of trust established at OEM
‹ Trustonic Binding Keys injected securely onto devices



IoT is more than smartphones…
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Connected vehicle-presence sensor with 7 to 10 years of battery life
http://embedded-computing.com/articles/sensor-enabled-nodes-support-the-iot-for-smart-buildings-and-smart-transport/

Solar-powered soil-moisture sensor for agricultural irrigation
https://hackaday.io/project/6444-vinduino-a-wine-growers-water-saving-project

Wireless-enabled wearable activity tracker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fitbit (MorePix) 

http://embedded-computing.com/articles/sensor-enabled-nodes-support-the-iot-for-smart-buildings-and-smart-transport/
https://hackaday.io/project/6444-vinduino-a-wine-growers-water-saving-project
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fitbit


IoT is more than smartphones…
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‹ Embedded IoT systems are omnipresent...

… and often untrustworthy



State of IoT security
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http://www.zdnet.com/article/netusb-flaw-leaves-millions-of-routers-iot-devices-vulnerable-to-hacking/

https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/04/07/amnesia_iot_botnet/

http://www.pcworld.com/article/3039176/security/new-firmware-analysis-framework-finds-serious-flaws-in-netgear-and-d-link-devices.html

http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/36591/hacking/hacking-drug-infusion-pumps-never-so-easy.html

http://www.zdnet.com/article/this-is-the-dishwasher-with-an-unsecured-web-server-we-deserve/

http://www.zdnet.com/article/netusb-flaw-leaves-millions-of-routers-iot-devices-vulnerable-to-hacking/
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/04/07/amnesia_iot_botnet/
http://www.pcworld.com/article/3039176/security/new-firmware-analysis-framework-finds-serious-flaws-in-netgear-and-d-link-devices.html
http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/36591/hacking/hacking-drug-infusion-pumps-never-so-easy.html
http://www.zdnet.com/article/this-is-the-dishwasher-with-an-unsecured-web-server-we-deserve/


IoT is more than smartphones…
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‹ Embedded IoT systems are omnipresent...

… and often untrustworthy
‹ Protocol weaknesses & software flaws

‹ Counterfeit chips and “nightshift” devices

‹ Disclosure of privacy sensitive information

How can cloud-assisted management establish 
and maintain trust in (tiny) IoT devices? 



Working horses for small IoT devices
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Security challenges for IoT
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Secure Lifecycle Management
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Secure Lifecycle Management
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‹ Establishing and maintaining trust throughout
device manufacturing chain and lifecycle

‹ Immutable device identity for cloud access control

‹ Tell genuine devices apart from counterfeit



Secure Software Updates
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‹ Authenticity and integrity

‹ Flexibility and scalability
‹ tiny devices with limited connectivity

‹ more powerful always-connected devices

‹ Scheduling and distribution
‹ scale to millions of devices 

‹ State of the art
‹ no established open standards

‹ solutions ad-hoc or update not supported



Privacy preserving management
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‹ Placing management functionality in the cloud could 
raise privacy concerns

‹ Need for lightweight privacy preserving management 
protocols for resource constrained devices

‹ State of the art
‹ Anonymous authentication, DAA & EPID

E. Brickell, J. Camenisch, and L. Chen: Direct anonymous attestation. CCS’04
E. Brickell and Jiangtao Li. Enhanced Privacy ID from Bilinear Pairing for Hardware Authentication and Attestation. PASSAT’10
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https://eprint.iacr.org/2004/205.pdf
https://eprint.iacr.org/2009/095.pdf


Conclusion
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‹ Emerging security architectures in commercial MCUs 
enable trust anchors for resource constrained devices

‹ Use cases for cloud-assisted management for IoT
‹ Secure lifecycle management

‹ Secure software update

‹ Privacy preserving management 
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Trustonic delivers an open Trusted Execution Environment for more than 1 billion 
smart devices. Working with leading partners in the device chain, Trustonic Secured 
Platforms help OEMs to deliver compelling, secure devices and services across a wide 
variety of markets.

About Trustonic


